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LINEAR GROUPS AS STABILIZERS OF SETS

I. M. ISAACS1

Abstract. A finite linear group over an infinite field is necessarily the full

setwise stabilizer of some finite subset of the corresponding vector space. If

the group is absolutely irreducible, the set can be taken to be a single orbit.

Let F be a finite dimensional vector space over a field F. For subsets

X C V, let T(X) denote the full setwise stabilizer of X in the general linear

group GL( V). If G C GL( V) is a subgroup, we consider the question of

finding X with G = T(X).

If F is finite or G is infinite, such X do not necessarily exist. Counterexam-

ples of both types are easily found (for instance G = SL( V)). We assume now

that G is finite and F is infinite. Then G = T(X) for some finite X Ç V. In

fact we have more.

Theorem 1. Let G Ç GL(K) be absolutely irreducible. Then G = T(X) for

some orbit X of G on V.

Theorem 2. Let G C GL(F) and let Y C V be finite and G-invariant and

span V. Then there exists an orbit X of G on V such that G = T(X u Y).

The key to the proofs of both theorems is the following fact which we shall

not prove here. (This is Problem 21 on p. 177 of [1]. It follows from Lemma

1.2 of [2], which is in fact much stronger.)

Lemma 3. Let V be a vector space over an infinite field. Then V is not the

union of finitely many proper subspaces.

To prove Theorem 1 we need the following.

Lemma 4. Let G Q GL( V) be absolutely irreducible and let m be a positive

integer. Then there exist only finitely many subgroups T Ç GL(F) such that

YD G and \T\ < m.

Proof. Since there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of groups of

order < m, we may assume that there are infinitely many isomorphic

T C GL( V) with r D G. Let T0 be one of these. Since there are only finitely

many isomorphisms of G into ro, we may assume that there exist infinitely
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many T C GL(K) with isomorphisms 0: r -» T0 such that the restrictions of

the 9 to G are all identical.

For each such T and 0, the map 0 ~ ' : ro -* T Q GL( K) is a representation

of T0 of degree equal to dim V. Since the number of similarity classes of such

representations is finite, we may assume that all of these 0"1 are similar

representations.

We now have distinct I",, T2 C GL(K) with isomorphisms 0,: r,. —>T0 for

/ 6 (1, 2} such that G C T¡ and the restrictions 0,|G = 02|G. Also, there

exists P G GL( V) with P ~ '0," l(x)P = 92 \x) for all x G T0.

In particular, letting x run over 0,(G) = 02(G) we conclude that P com-

mutes with all elements of G and, hence, P is a scalar matrix since G is

absolutely irreducible. Now 92\x) = P~'0f \x)P = 9{~\x) for all x G T0

and so T2 = T,. This is a contradiction.     □

Proof of Theorem 1. If X Q V - {0} is any G-orbit, then X spans V

since G is irreducible. It follows that T(X) permutes X faithfully and so

\T(X)\ < \X\\. Since X is a G-orbit, we have |A"| < \G\ and it follows from

Lemma 4 that only finitely many groups T(X) arise.

For each nonidentity element / of each of the groups T(X), let Wt be the

space of vectors fixed by /. Then Wt is a proper subspace of V and since there

are only finitely many t, Lemma 3 applies and we can find some v E V which

is not fixed by any nonidentity element of T(X) for any G-orbit X.

Now let X = vG. By the choice of v we have IdIYA")! = \T(X)\ and since

vT(X) Q A-and |X| < |G| we have Tí*) = G.     Q

Proof of Theorem 2. Since Y spans V, choose a basis b ç y for V. Now

use Lemma 3 to find v G V such that v is not in any of the spaces spanned

by proper subsets of b and v is not fixed by any nonidentity element of T( Y).

(Note that this can be done since T(Y) is faithful on Y and Y is finite and

hence, T(Y) is finite.) Let X = vG. We shall show that G = T(Y u XX) for

some scalar X =£ 0.

Let A Ç GL(K) be the setwise stabilizer of the set of one-dimensional

subspaces spanned by the elements of X u Y. If k is an element of the kernel

of the action of A on this set then k maps each.y G b to a scalar multiple X^y.

Also v = 2av>' with all oty ¥= 0 and A: maps u to Xv. This yields Au = vk =

1.ayXyy and, hence, c^X,, = c^X for all>> G b. It follows that all X,, = X and k is

scalar multiplication by X.

Let Z C GL(K) be the group of scalar multiplications on V. Then Z s

F x and A/Z permutes {Fm|m G X u X} faithfully. Thus A/Z is finite.

Write TA = T(y u XA) and note that Tx C A and |I\| divides m =

|A- u Y\\. We claim that there are only finitely many different groups rv

It suffices to show that each of the finitely many cosets of Z in A contains

only finitely many elements of order dividing m. However, if a G A and

b G Za with am = 1 = bm, then b = za and zm = 1 with z G Z. Since

Z s Fx and the equation xm = 1 has only finitely many solutions in F, the

assertion follows.
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We can choose an infinite set A O F x such that all Tx are equal for A G A.

Write T = TA for A G A and note that T stabilizes nAeA(y U XX). The

intersection is just Y since no vector lies in infinitely many XX. Thus

r C T(Y) and by the choice of v, we have \vT\ = \T\. Take X G A with

Xv £ Y. Then Y n XX = 0 and T stabilizes XX. Thus, |G| > |Z| > \vT\ =

\T\. Since G C V we have 17(7 u XX) = T = G.   D

We close with the remark that if G Ç GL( V) is irreducible, it follows from

Theorem 2 that G = IX^) for some set X which is a union of two G-orbits.

However, unless G is absolutely irreducible, there does not necessarily exist a

single orbit which suffices. For example, let G be cyclic of order n > 2 and

act faithfully on real 2-space by rotation. If X is any orbit of nonzero vectors,

then T(X) is a dihedral group of order 2n.
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